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Background - The Perks of  
Nanorods
•Crystal morphology alters solar cell efficiency: ZnO role in solar 
cells is to gather electrons from solar energy and transport them to a 
battery for storage.  Nanocrystals collect the electrons, in order to 
transport them the electrons have to hop from crystal to crystal.  
Nanorods eliminate the hopping and feature a higher surface area than 
nanocrystals which allows the rods to absorb more electrons.
•Problem: The nanorods are too small to be physically placed on the 
substrate surface. How is it possible to create a film of nanorods? 
•Goal: Develop and test a process that allows for spontaneous self 
assembly of the nanorods on the substrate surface.
Spin-Coating Leads to Complex 
Morphology in Template Layer
•Annealing produces small seed crystals, regardless of spin speed
•At all speeds, a nanocrystal film with thick coverage is produced
•“Brain coral” patterning emerges
•Large scale, labyrinthine features emerge with morphology dependent 
on spin speed
• Small scale features remain constant despite changes in speed
•Do the large scale features affect the final nanorod morphology or 
spacing?
Nanorod Crystal Size and Spacing 
are Insensitive to Spin Speed 
Variations
8000 rpm6000 rpm4000 rpm2000 rpm
•Few changes in size and spacing are observed in the nanorod layer
•Exception:  at 8000 rpm spacing between the ZnO nanorods
increases dramatically
•The large-scale brain coral patterning observed in the nanocrystal
layer has no effect on the nanorod layer
•Nanorod films are reproducible over a range of 2000 to 6000 rpm
Using Citrate to Control Film 
Morphology
20 μM5 μM0 μM
•Citrate promotes an increase in the diameter of the crystals
•Apparent spacing increase as citrate concentration increases
•No observable merging of crystals under these growth conditions
Future Directions
•Further investigation of the effect of Citrate on thin films – What happens at higher 
concentrations such as 40 and 50 μM?
•Does prolonged growth with citrate cause crystals to merge?
•How do you control the spacing of crystals?  Lower annealing temperature? 
Longer annealing time? Lower Zn concentration in the coating solution?  
•What effect would prolonged crystal growth have on the size and spacing of the 
nanorods?
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Normally, growth of the crystal occurs in the axial and equatorial directions.  The addition of 
a ligand, such as citrate, prevents growth in certain directions.  Citrate blocks growth in the 
axial direction allowing only equatorial expansion of the crystal.4000 rpm3000 rpm2000 rpm
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